Abstract

In order to mimic cell membranes, the supported lipid bilayer (SLB) is an attractive platform which enables in vitro investigation of membrane-related processes while conferring biocompatibility and biofunctionality to solid substrates. The spontaneous adsorption and rupture of phospholipid vesicles is the most commonly used method to form SLBs. However, under physiological conditions, vesicle fusion (VF) is limited to only a subset of lipid compositions and solid supports. Here, we describe a one-step general procedure called the solvent-assisted lipid bilayer (SALB) formation method in order to form SLBs which does not require vesicles. The SALB method involves the deposition of lipid molecules onto a solid surface in the presence of water-miscible organic solvents (e.g., isopropanol) and subsequent solvent-exchange with aqueous buffer solution in order to trigger SLB formation. The continuous solvent exchange step enables application of the method in a flow-through configuration suitable for monitoring bilayer formation and subsequent alterations using a wide range of surface-sensitive biosensors. The SALB method can be used to fabricate SLBs on a wide range of hydrophilic solid surfaces, including those which are intractable to vesicle fusion. In addition, it enables fabrication of SLBs composed of lipid compositions which cannot be prepared using the vesicle fusion method. Herein, we compare results obtained with the SALB and conventional vesicle fusion methods on two illustrative hydrophilic surfaces, silicon dioxide and gold. To optimize the experimental conditions for preparation of high quality bilayers prepared via the SALB method, the effect of various parameters, including the type of organic solvent in the deposition step, the rate of solvent exchange, and the lipid concentration is discussed along with troubleshooting tips. Formation of supported membranes containing high fractions of cholesterol is also demonstrated with the SALB method, highlighting the technical capabilities of the SALB technique for a wide range of membrane configurations.

Introduction

The solid-supported lipid bilayer (SLB) is a versatile platform which preserves the basic characteristics of biomembranes such as the bilayer thickness, two-dimensional lipid diffusivity, and the ability to host membrane-associated biomolecules. Due to the complexity of natural cell membranes, this simple platform has been shown to function as an efficient platform for in vitro studies of membrane-related processes such as raft formation, protein binding, virus and virus-like particle binding, and cell signaling. Formed in close proximity to a solid support, the SLB platform is compatible with a range of surface-sensitive measurements techniques such as total internal reflection microscopy (TIRF), quartz crystal microbalance-dissipation (QCM-D), and impedance spectroscopy.

Several methods have been developed to produce different types of SLBs, including air bubble collapse for submicron-sized lipid spots, spin-coating for bilayer stacks and Langmuir–Blodgett (LB) and vesicle fusion (VF) for full-spanning, single lipid bilayer coatings. The VF method consists of the adsorption of small unilamellar vesicles to a solid support and subsequent spontaneous rupture and fusion to form a continuous lipid bilayer. However, under physiological conditions, spontaneous vesicle rupture is mainly limited to silicon-based materials such as silicon dioxide, glass, and mica. In addition, vesicle rupture does not occur spontaneously for vesicles of complex lipid compositions such as those containing high fractions of cholesterol or negatively charged lipids. Depending on the system, vesicle rupture may be induced by further tailoring the experimental conditions such as temperature, solution pH, and salinity, osmotic shock or pressure, or addition of divalent ions such as Ca²⁺. Alternatively, the membrane-active AH peptide can be introduced in order to destabilize a layer of adsorbed vesicles, leading to vesicle rupture and bilayer formation on a range of surfaces.

Moreover, successful bilayer formation requires preparation of a well-controlled population of small unilamellar vesicles that can be time consuming and difficult to achieve for certain membrane compositions. Therefore, despite its high efficiency in optimal cases (e.g., after
extensive freeze-thaw pretreatment of vesicles\textsuperscript{23}), the general application of vesicle fusion is limited by the scope of suitable substrates and membrane compositions.

The solvent-assisted lipid bilayer (SALB) method\textsuperscript{24-29} is an alternative fabrication technique which does not require lipid vesicles. The method is based on the deposition of lipid molecules onto a solid surface in the presence of a water miscible organic solvent followed by gradual exchange of this solvent with an aqueous buffer solution in order to trigger SLB formation. During the solvent-exchange step, the ternary mixture of lipids, organic solvent, and water undergoes a series phase transitions with increasing water fraction, which leads to the formation of lamellar phase structures in the bulk solution and an SLB on the solid substrate. Importantly, this self-assembly route bypasses the need for vesicle rupture, which is usually the limiting step for the transformation of adsorbed vesicles into an SLB. The protocol is applicable to a wide variety of surfaces including silicon dioxide, aluminum oxide, chrome, indium tin oxide, and gold. In this paper and in the accompanying video, a comparison of lipid deposition by the SALB and vesicle fusion methods is presented. In particular, the influence of experimental parameters, including lipid concentration, flow rate, and the choice of water miscible organic solvent, on the quality of the bilayer formed by the SALB method are discussed. Analytical characterization of the fabricated SLBs is performed by the QCM-D, fluorescence microscopy, and fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) techniques. QCM-D monitoring is a surface-sensitive mass measurement technique which, since the pioneering work conducted by Keller and Kasemo\textsuperscript{27}, has been extensively used to quantitatively investigate bilayer formation. Fluorescence microscopy permits inspection of membrane homogeneity as well as the visualization of membrane domains. The FRAP technique is a standard tool to determine the lateral mobility of lipid molecules in an SLB, which is an essential property of fluidic membranes.

The first part of this study involves QCM-D analysis of the SALB and vesicle fusion methods applied to attempt bilayer formation on silicon dioxide and gold. In the second part, the preparation and characterization of supported membranes containing a range of cholesterol concentrations with the SALB method are demonstrated and the results are compared with those obtained by the vesicle fusion method.

## Protocol

### 1. Formation of Supported Lipid Bilayer on a Hydrophilic Solid Support

1. Prepare lipid stock solutions of 10 mg/ml 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC) and 1 mg/ml 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-\-(lissamine rhodamine B sulfonyl) (Rh-PE) by dissolving the respective lipid powders (appropriately weighed beforehand with an analytical mass balance) in isopropanol solution.
2. Dilute and mix the stock solutions in isopropanol in order to prepare the desired lipid mixture at the final concentration. For fluorescence microscopy and FRAP experiments, 0.5 wt% Rh-PE should be included in the lipid mixture.
3. Inject the lipid mixture in isopropanol into the microfluidic channel until it is filled.
4. Incubate the lipid mixture on the glass surface for about 10 min.
5. Gradually replace the lipid solution with water or buffer solution using a peristaltic pump at a very low flow rate (10-50 µl/min). Alternatively, replace the lipid mixture by repeated pipetting.
6. Rinse the channel thoroughly with excess buffer in order to remove the residual isopropanol.

### 2. Formation of Cholesterol-enriched Supported Membranes

Note: The solid surface (SiO\textsubscript{2}) supports vesicle fusion, but the membrane composition (high cholesterol) inhibits vesicle fusion because cholesterol-enriched vesicles have high bending rigidity\textsuperscript{30}.

1. Prepare a stock solution containing 10 mg/ml DOPC lipid, 10 mg/ml cholesterol, and 1 mg/ml Rh-PE by first dissolving the respective powders in isopropanol.
2. Repeat steps 1.2-1.6 using the stock solutions prepared in step 2.1.

### 3. Membrane Fluidity assay

1. Immerse the glass slide in sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) solution (1%) for 10 min.
2. Wash the slides thoroughly with deionized water and rinse with ethanol.
4. Expose the slides to oxygen plasma for 30 sec at maximum radiofrequency power in the oxygen plasma chamber.
5. Remove the protective film coating of the bottomless commercial microfluidic chamber (Figure 1A) using a tweezer and attach the glass slide onto the sticky side of the chamber (Figure 1B).
6. Assemble the connectors and tubing into the inlet and outlet positions of the chamber and place the microfluidic channel on the microscope stage (Figure 1C).
7. Form a fluorescently-labeled supported lipid bilayer in the microfluidic channel (repeat step 1 using the desired lipid composition (e.g., 0.5 mg/ml DOPC) including 0.5 wt% Rh-PE in organic solvent).
8. Locate the bilayer plane with a 60X oil immersion objective (NA 1.49) in order to capture images.
9. Take two pre-bleach images, then photo-bleach a 30 µm wide circular spot with a 532 nm, 100 mW laser beam. Before photobleaching, warm up the laser until its intensity has become stable. Immediately after photobleaching, capture a series of images every 1 sec for 2 min in order to follow the recovery in fluorescence intensity at the bleached spot.

### 4. Cholesterol Quantification assay

1. Expose the silicon dioxide-coated quartz crystal sensor chip to oxygen plasma for 30 sec at maximum radiofrequency power in the oxygen plasma chamber. Remove the chip from the chamber and immediately mount the chip in the measurement chamber.
2. Before experiment, first acquire the frequency and dissipation of the sensor chip in air in order to ensure proper mounting.
   1. For the commercial Q-Sense E1 or E4 QCM-D instrument, run the Q-Soft software program and click “Acquisition” and select “Setup Measurement”.
   2. In the new window which appears, check the 3, 5, 7, 9, 11 and 13 overtones and then click Find and Run in order to check the resonance spectra. Set the temperature at 24 °C. If one or more resonance frequencies do not agree with the expected values, check the chip mounting and re-perform this step until an agreement is reached.

3. Start the peristaltic pump and flow buffer solution (10 mM Tris, 150 mM NaCl, pH 7.5) into the measurement chamber at a flow rate of 100 µl/min.

4. In the software program, click “Acquisition” and select “Restart Measurement” in order to record the resonance frequency and energy dissipation signals. Repeat this step until a stable baseline is obtained for the frequency and dissipation shifts. Note: For steps hereafter, there will be additional frequency and dissipation shifts which can be recorded as a function of time.

5. Inject isopropanol (without lipid) for 10 min.

6. Inject the mixture of DOPC lipid/cholesterol at the desired molar ratio with a total lipid concentration of 0.5 mg/ml in isopropanol for 10 min.

7. Inject buffer for 20 min at a flow rate of 100 µl/min.

8. Inject a solution of 1 mM methyl-β-cyclodextrin (MβCD) prepared in buffer (flow rate 100 µl/min) until the frequency signal reaches a stable value.

9. Measure the relative positive frequency shifts that is caused by the MβCD treatment step and calculate the mass of cholesterol and DOPC lipids by converting the Δf and Δf_DOPC values to mass values by using the Sauerbrey equation [Δm = -(Cn)×Δf, where C = 17.7 ng/cm², n: overtone].

10. Calculate the mole fraction of cholesterol in the SLB, taking into account the molecular weights of DOPC lipid (786.1 g/mol) and cholesterol (386.6 g/mol).

### Representative Results

**Fabrication of supported lipid bilayers on hydrophilic substrates.**

The VF and SALB formation methods were attempted on silicon dioxide and gold and the formation processes were monitored in real-time by the QCM-D measurement technique. The QCM-D instrument measures changes in the resonance frequency (Δf) of an oscillating piezoelectric quartz crystal upon mass adsorption onto the surface of the crystal. In addition, the QCM-D instrument measures the dissipation of the oscillation energy in order to characterize the viscoelastic properties (rigidity and softness) of the adlayer. Vesicle fusion experiments were performed as previously described. Briefly, a baseline was first established for the frequency and dissipation signals in aqueous buffer solution [10 mM Tris, 150 mM NaCl, pH 7.5; (Figure 2A and B)]. Next, small unilamellar DOPC lipid vesicles in the same buffer were injected at t = 10 min (arrow 1) onto silicon dioxide (Figure 2A) and gold (Figure 2B). For vesicle fusion on silicon dioxide, two-step adsorption kinetics were observed with final changes in frequency and energy dissipation of −26 (±1) Hz and 0.3 (±0.2) × 10^{-6}, respectively. These values are consistent with the formation of a supported lipid bilayer.

As shown in Figure 2B, the addition of the vesicle solution to the gold surface led to a simultaneous decrease and increase in Δf and ΔD signals, respectively, until their values reached −150 (±10) Hz and (7.5 ± 2) × 10^{-6}, respectively. These values correspond to the formation of an adsorbed vesicle layer. Thus, as expected, an SLB was not formed on gold via the vesicle fusion method.

QCM-D analysis for bilayer formation on silicon dioxide and gold by the SALB method is presented in Figure 2C and D. On silicon dioxide, final Δf and ΔD shifts of −25.6 (±0.55) Hz and 0.4 (±0.27) × 10^{-6}, respectively, were achieved and these values indicate formation of an SLB. Similar ranges of Δf and ΔD (Δf_{DOPC}: −27.3 ± 2.7 Hz, ΔD_{DOPC}: 0.48 ± 0.26 × 10^{-6}) were observed on gold. These results support that the SALB method enables formation of supported lipid bilayers on surfaces which prevent vesicle rupture.

**Effect of solvent-exchange flow rate on the quality of supported lipid bilayers.**

To determine the optimal conditions for fabrication of high quality supported lipid bilayers via the SALB method, the influence of lipid concentration, solvent-exchange rate and the choice of organic solvent were examined.

Figure 3 shows the change in QCM-D frequency during the final step of the SALB protocol, as performed on silicon dioxide at two different flow rates (100 and 600 µl/min) and two different lipid concentrations (0.125 and 0.5 mg/ml).

When 0.5 mg/ml DOPC lipid was used (Figure 3A), bilayer formation was not affected by the flow rate and a final Δf shift of about −26 Hz was obtained at both flow rates.

By contrast, when a lower lipid concentration was used, the amount of adsorbed lipid after complete solvent exchange was significantly affected by the flow rate (Figure 3B). At an average flow rate of 100 µl/min, bilayer formation was complete (Δf around −26 Hz). However, at a 6-fold higher flow rate (600 µl/min), a complete bilayer was not formed (Δf around −17 Hz). These results provide a guideline for choosing the right experimental conditions for successful bilayer formation using the SALB method with isopropanol as the organic solvent of choice.

**Characterization of supported lipid bilayers formed from different lipid concentrations in various alcohol solutions.**

Lipid concentration is another parameter that affects the quality of SLBs obtained by using the SALB method. Fluorescence microscopy revealed that, at 0.05 mg/ml lipid concentration, only isolated, sub-microscopic lipid structures were formed (Figure 4A). With increasing lipid concentration used in the SALB procedure, the fluorescence intensity of the lipid structures became more homogenous. At 0.1 mg/ml lipid concentration, there were microscopic lipid patches although the structures did not span across the entire field of view (Figure 4B). However, when 0.25 mg/ml lipid concentration was used, a homogenous lipid bilayer was formed (Figure 4C). Therefore, there is a minimum lipid concentration required to form a complete, full-spanning SLB.
The influence of lipid concentration on the final outcome of the SALB experiments was also examined over a wider lipid concentration range (0.01 to 5 mg/ml) and in different organic solvents (isopropanol, ethanol, and n-propanol). The Δf and ΔD values corresponding to the final step in the SALB procedure are presented in Figure 5.

We defined bilayer formation based on final changes in frequency and energy dissipation between -25 and -30 Hz and less than 0.5 x 10^{-6}, respectively. Based on these criteria, the optimal lipid concentration range to form a supported lipid bilayer was determined to be between 0.1 and 0.5 mg/ml largely independent of the type of organic solvent. The deviations in the acquired Δf and ΔD shifts outside of the aforementioned range is due to the presence of additional mass (e.g., bilayer stacks), the occurrence of non-bilayer morphologies (e.g., vesicles, worm-like micelles), and the presence of fragmented bilayer islands with incomplete morphology across the substrate.

While the SALB procedure to obtain supported lipid bilayers is relatively robust, the optimal lipid concentration for high-quality bilayer formation may require tuning depending on the specific experimental configuration. Basically, there is not only a minimum lipid concentration but also a maximum lipid concentration required for optimal bilayer formation via the SALB method. The optimal concentration range depends on the flow rate and may also be affected by the substrate and lipid composition. Empirically, in many cases, we have found that a lipid concentration of 0.5 mg/ml and a flow rate of 100 µl/min is the optimal set of conditions for the formation of a homogenous supported lipid bilayer.

However, depending on the lipid composition and flow-cell geometry—the latter of which affects the flow profile during solvent exchange—further optimization of the lipid concentration might be necessary. Thus, we recommend performing pilot SALB experiments using a 0.5 mg/ml lipid concentration and assess the bilayer quality using the QCM-D or fluorescence microscopy techniques. If the bilayers appear incomplete, then the lipid concentration should be increased in 10% increments until satisfactory outcomes are achieved. If the bilayer appears to co-exist with additional lipid structures, then the lipid concentration should be decreased in 10% increments until satisfactory outcomes are achieved.

Fabrication of supported lipid bilayers with various lipid compositions and different cholesterol fractions.

Next, the SALB and VF methods were employed in order to form cholesterol-enriched SLBs. Figure 6 shows representative fluorescence images (100 x 100 µm) of cholesterol-containing supported membranes prepared by the SALB method. The membranes consist of circular shaped dye-excluded domains surrounded by a continuous phase characterized by uniform fluorescent brightness. The dark domains increased in area with increasing cholesterol fraction in the precursor lipid mixture. Next, FRAP measurements were performed in order to examine the fluidity of the lipid bilayer films. The FRAP measurements revealed almost complete fluorescence recovery in the surrounding phase, indicating the lateral mobility of lipids and thus formation of a single lipid bilayer. Since Rh-PE partitions preferentially into the fluid phase, the dark domains are most likely composed of dense cholesterol-enriched structures.

For comparison, the fabrication of DOPC/Chol bilayers using the VF method was also attempted. DOPC vesicles with increasing cholesterol fractions (10 - 40 mol%) were prepared by the vesicle extrusion method. Rh-PE lipid (0.5 wt%) was used as the fluorescent label for imaging. Figure 7 shows representative fluorescence images (100 x 100 µm) of structures created upon incubation of the glass substrates with cholesterol-containing vesicles. FRAP analysis showed the formation of a fluidic lipid bilayer using vesicles that contained 20 mol% Chol or less. However, samples prepared by using vesicles with higher cholesterol fractions did not exhibit recovery, indicating the presence of adsorbed but unruptured vesicles.

The fraction of cholesterol which was ultimately incorporated into the supported lipid bilayers was quantified as a function of the cholesterol fraction which had been included in the precursor lipid mixture in organic solvent in the SALB method or in the vesicles in aqueous solution in the VF method. Using the QCM-D technique, bilayer formation was monitored and then MβCD was added in order to specifically extract Chol from the supported lipid bilayers. The mass loss due to the removal of cholesterol led to a decrease in the absolute value of the frequency shift (|Δf|) associated with the SLB. The relative positive frequency shifts caused by the MβCD treatment step are shown in Figure 8A. The mole fraction of cholesterol was calculated based on the frequency shift, as presented in Figure 8B.

The cholesterol fraction incorporated into supported lipid bilayers prepared by the SALB method was almost linearly proportional to the cholesterol contents in the precursor lipid mixture. Interestingly, the cholesterol fraction in bilayers prepared by the VF method (vesicles containing up to 20 mol% Chol) was substantially lower than that contained in the precursor vesicles. In fact, the highest fraction of cholesterol obtained by the VF method was only about 10 mol%.

Observation of stripe superstructure in the β-two-phase co-existence region of cholesterol-phospholipid supported lipid bilayers.

SALB experiments were further performed using a lipid mixture with an even higher fraction of cholesterol. When a 4:6 mixture of DOPC and cholesterol was used, a gradual demixing of a uniform liquid phase into two coexisting phases visualized as bright stripe-shaped domains on a dark (dye-excluding) background was observed (Figure 9). It is established that Rh-PE is excluded from cholesterol-rich domains, and hence the predominant dark domains which appeared as background are cholesterol-enriched regions. The formation of micron-sized bright domains on a dark background at high cholesterol fraction (>50 mol%) is consistent with the β region in the monolayer phase diagram of cholesterol/phospholipid mixtures. Moreover, the formation of stripe domains, which arise from a weak line tension, suggests that the mixture is near a miscibility critical point.
Figure 1. Microfluidic chamber for SALB formation in a suitable configuration for epifluorescence microscopy. (A) Commercial microfluidic chamber, (B) Glass coverslip attached onto the adhesive side of the chamber, (C) Complete setup on a microscope holder with tubing connected into the inlet and outlet ports of the chamber, and (D) Peristaltic pump used to control the rate of solvent exchange. Lipids dissolved in isopropanol are injected into the measurement chamber with the aid of the peristaltic pump. Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.
Figure 2. QCM-D analysis of vesicle fusion and SALB experiments on silicon dioxide and gold substrates. QCM-D frequency ($\Delta f$, blue) and dissipation ($\Delta D$, red) responses for the third overtone ($n = 3$) were recorded as a function of time during lipid adsorption onto (A and C) silicon dioxide, (B and D) gold. Panels a and b present the vesicle fusion method. DOPC lipid vesicles were injected at $t = 10$ min (arrow 1). Panels c and d correspond to the SALB formation method. Arrows indicate the injection of buffer (1), isopropanol (2), lipid mixture [0.5 mg/ml DOPC lipid in isopropanol; (3)] and buffer exchange (4). The dashed curve in panel B corresponds to a control experiment in which lipid was not injected. The final values of $\Delta f$ and $\Delta D$ for each surface are specified. The schematics show the proposed assembled lipid structures as inferred from the final frequency and dissipation shifts. Adapted from reference 24 and used with permission of the American Chemical Society. Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.
Figure 3. Influence of the solvent-exchange rate on the SALB formation process. QCM-D frequency shifts (Δf) corresponding to the final step (see Arrow 4 in Figure 2C) in the SALB method were measured on silicon dioxide at two different exchange rates, 100 and 600 µl/min, using (A) 0.5 mg/ml and (B) 0.125 mg/ml DOPC lipid in isopropanol. The final Δf values are also specified, as compared to the measurement baseline in aqueous buffer solution. Adapted from reference 24 and used with permission of the American Chemical Society. Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.

Figure 4. Threshold of Lipid Concentration for Complete SALB Formation. Epifluorescence microscopy of lipid layers on silicon dioxide prepared by SALB using (A) 0.05 mg/ml; (B) 0.1 mg/ml; and (C) 0.25 mg/ml lipid concentration. Adapted from reference 26 and used with permission of the American Chemical Society. Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.
Figure 5. Influence of lipid concentration and organic solvent on supported lipid bilayer formation by the SALB method. The final changes in QCM-D (A) frequency and (B) energy dissipation for SALB experiments using various organic solvents, as a function of lipid concentration. The dashed green lines correspond to the expected frequency and dissipation shifts for a complete bilayer (-30 Hz < Δf < -25 Hz and ΔD < 1 x 10^{-6}). Adapted from reference 26 and used with permission of the American Chemical Society. Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.
Figure 6. Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching analysis of supported lipid bilayers with varying fractions of cholesterol prepared by the SALB method on a glass substrate. (A-E) Fluorescence micrographs of bilayers prepared using various cholesterol fractions in the precursor mixture. Images were recorded immediately (top) and 1 min (middle) after photobleaching. The dark spot in the image center corresponds to the photobleached region. The scale bars are 20 µm. Surface area histograms of individual dye-excluded domains within each sample are also presented (bottom). Adapted from reference 36 and used with permission of the American Chemical Society. Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.

Figure 7. FRAP analysis of cholesterol-containing supported bilayers prepared by the vesicle fusion method. (A-D) Fluorescence micrographs of bilayers prepared using various cholesterol fractions (10 to 40 mol%), in the precursor vesicles. Images were recorded immediately (top) and 1 min (bottom) after photobleaching. The dark spot in the image center corresponds to the photobleached region. The scale bars are 20 µm. Adapted from reference 36 and used with permission of the American Chemical Society. Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.
Figure 8. Quantification of cholesterol fraction in supported lipid bilayers. (A) The positive QCM-D frequency shift upon injection of 1 mM MβCD onto supported lipid bilayers with varying mole fractions of cholesterol in the precursor mixture (between 0 and 50 mol%). (B) Mole percent of cholesterol depleted from the bilayers prepared by the SALB and vesicle fusion methods as a function of the cholesterol fraction in the precursor mixtures or vesicles. Adapted from reference 36 and used with permission of the American Chemical Society. Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.

Figure 9. Time dependent evolution of fluorescence microstructure in a supported bilayer of DOPC/Chol (4:6 molar ratio containing 0.5% Rhodamine-PE) prepared by the SALB method. A uniform phase gradually phase separates into a liquid-liquid coexistence region upon complete solvent exchange. Adapted from reference 37 and used with permission of the American Chemical Society. Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.

Discussion

In this work, a solvent-exchange protocol is presented in which lipids in alcohol (isopropanol, ethanol, or n-propanol) are incubated with a solid support and then the alcohol is replaced gradually with an aqueous buffer solution in order to drive a series of phase transitions eventually producing lamellar-phase lipid bilayers. It is shown that the method enables fabrication of supported lipid bilayers on surfaces such as gold, which is intractable to the vesicle fusion method.

An optimal lipid concentration range (0.1 - 0.5 mg/ml) has been determined for complete bilayer formation in standard experimental formats tested thus far. At lipid concentrations below 0.1 mg/ml, discrete, microscopic patches of bilayers formed. On the other hand, at concentrations above 0.1 mg/ml and lower than 0.5 mg/ml, a complete and uniform bilayer is formed. At lipid concentrations above this range, a fluid bilayer was still formed as verified by FRAP analysis, however, fluorescence microscopy reveals the presence of additional lipid structures on top of the bilayer. Strikingly, the morphology of these additional lipid structures, as determined by QCM-D analysis, depended on the alcohol which was used during the incubation step. In the case of ethanol, the relatively high Δf and ΔD shifts resemble the QCM-D signature obtained for an adsorbed vesicle layer. When isopropanol or n-propanol was instead used, the Δf was slightly higher than the value expected for a bilayer (final Δf between -30 to -40 Hz), while the ΔD was appreciably higher. Such QCM-D responses would be expected for extended lipid structures (e.g., worm-like micelles) protruding outward from the membrane surface (as visible by fluorescence microscopy in some cases).

The rate of solvent exchange is another important parameter which can be critical, especially when lower lipid concentrations (e.g., 0.1 mg/ml) are used. Rapid solvent exchange at low lipid concentration can lead to the formation of incomplete bilayers. In the standard measurement chamber used for QCM-D measurements in this paper (Q-Sense E4 measurement chamber), flow rates of around 100 µl/min, were suitable for highly reproducible complete bilayer formation. For flow cells with other geometries and volume, the optimal flow rate may vary and must be empirically determined based on the steps suggested herein.
In addition to form supported lipid bilayers on surfaces which are intractable to vesicle fusion, the SALB can be employed to circumvent the need for lipid vesicles which can rupture, thereby opening the door to the fabrication of supported membranes with complex compositions. As an illustrative example composition, lipid mixtures with a high fraction of cholesterol were examined. Cholesterol is an important component of mammalian cell membranes, and its fraction can approach 45–50 mol% of the membrane lipid composition (e.g., in erythrocytes). Thus, even a simple model of a lipid bilayer representing a human cell membrane should include cholesterol.

While vesicle fusion could be used to fabricate fluidic lipid bilayers containing only 10-15% cholesterol, the SALB method enables formation of fluidic lipid bilayers containing high fractions of cholesterol (up to 57 mol%, as quantified by QCM-D measurements)35. However, when the level of cholesterol was further elevated (up to 63 mol%), stripe-shape domains were observed37. The co-existing domains were liquid, reminiscent of those observed in the β region in the phase diagram of the cholesterol/phospholipids monolayer at the air-water interface.

Overall, the SALB method is shown to be a simple and efficient approach to form supported lipid bilayers, especially in cases beyond the scope of the conventional vesicle fusion method. Thus far, the QCM-D technique and fluorescence microscopy were mainly used to characterize the supported lipid bilayers formed by the SALB method. Looking forward, a broad range of surface-sensitive analytical measurements techniques, including surface plasmon resonance (SPR)38, atomic force microscopy (AFM)39-40, Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy41, X-ray42 and neutron reflectivity43, can be used to further characterize and study simple and complex bilayer configurations prepare by the SALB method. These emerging capabilities open the door to a greater number of scientists who can explore artificial cell membranes by taking advantage of a simple and robust experimental protocol.
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